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Cable entries and pipe entries 
for substations, switch gear and
engineering buildings constructed
using conventional methods
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Cable entries and pipe entries
for substations, switch gear and engineering buildings constructed 
using conventional methods

A substation is an essential component of the electrical supply network. To ensure error-free operation and high service security in the long term, 
buildings housing primary and secondary technology – some of which is very sensitive – must be protected against the ingress of water as well as 
damage caused by rodents and reptiles.
Hauff-Technik cable entries are often used in the secondary technology area (1) of substations (to protect the supply and regulate voltage, for 
remote control and ripple control, etc.). We offer solutions for every cable type and diameter. In the primary technology area (2) too, cables in 
switch gear buildings, for example, are sealed with cable entries. Our press seals are ideal for sealing pipes in transformer trays which are used to 
connect the transformer trays (4).
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Cable entries and pipe entries
for substations, switch gear and engineering buildings constructed 
using conventional methods

Conduit routes (3), possibly combined with cable shafts, have proved a reliable solution enabling cables to be replaced in a substation without 
subsequent groundwork and the associated risks. We have the ideal connection option for every cable duct. Hauff-Technik cable entry systems 
can be used to create pressure-tight building connections with an empty conduit system.
Hauff-Technik provides solutions not only for new-build projects - where provision is made right at the planning stage and the corresponding 
equipment is set in concrete when the building is constructed - but also for existing buildings for retrofit installation in core drills.

Detailed information about our products is available on the following pages.
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Cable sealing system 150
Wall inserts

HSI 150-K/X single wall insert with one-sided connection on 
the outside of the building
Single wall inserts are available for wall thickness as of 70 mm. Along 
with a closing cover, single wall inserts are equipped with a safety 
cover, which is only removed immediately before laying the cable. 
Customers benefi t from double reliability, as wall thicknesses from 
70 to 150 mm are protected not only against water getting into 
the building but also against oil leaking out of the building into the 
surrounding area should the closing cover be opened accidentally or 
prematurely. A variety of system seals are available for sealing cables 
and ducts.

HSI 150-K2/X double wall insert with connection on both sides 
Double wall inserts are available for wall thickness as of 100 mm. They 
are equipped with pressure-tight closing covers on both sides. They can 
be used to connect cable ducts and also to seal the cables on the inside 
of the building. 
Packages can be created using the square installation frame. The double 
wall insert offers maximum fl exibility for sealing and essential advantag-
es over core drills and wall sleeves.
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Cable sealing system 150
Wall inserts

HSI 150-GSM single wall insert with plug-in socket
The single wall insert with plug-in socket is the ideal and particularly 
cost-effective solution for connecting smooth cable ducts to buildings 
and cable shafts. The pressure-tight blind cover that is pre-mounted on 
the HSI 150-GSM prior to delivery also prevents water ingress into the 
building if cable ducts have already been connected. After the cable has 
been laid, it is preferably sealed with split system seals on the inside of 
the building.

HSI 150-K2-S30°/45°/60°/X slanted wall insert
The HSI 150 slanted wall insert is the ideal solution for routing cables or 
cable ducts through walls at an angle. Thanks to the slanted installation, 
cables can be laid in compliance with minimum bending radii. Designs 
in 30°, 45° or 60° are available as single or double wall inserts. Packages 
are available in single rows. Slanted wall inserts are delivered ready for 
installation fl ush with formwork with polystyrene wedges.
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Cable sealing system 150
System seals for cables

HSI 150-D1/80, 3/58 or 7/33 system cover with shrink sleeves
The system covers with bayonet system are installed in the wall inserts 
before the cables are laid. Variants with different socket diameters 
are available according to requirements for sealing the cables. Hot or, 
alternatively, cold shrink sleeves are included in the scope of delivery. 
System covers with larger sockets are supplied with an additional 
centring strap. Empty sockets are sealed with VS blind plugs.

HSI 150-DG-1/36-70, 1/70-112, 3/24-54 or 6/10-36 split system 
cover
The HSI 150-DG system cover is installed after the cables have been 
laid. This means that the entire cross-section of the cable entry is 
available when laying the cables. An adapter ring, which is also split, 
ensures an optimum position of the seal. Thanks to the patented 
super segmented ring technology with precisely marked application 
ranges, the seal insert can be adjusted on site to correspond to the 
cables that have been laid. 
The split HSI 150-DG and the system cover with sleeves, cover the 
application ranges of standard power cables and are the preferred 
solution for these applications.
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Cable sealing system 150
System cover, fl ange and system seals for cables

SEGMENTO
With Technogel, the seal material used for SEGMENTO, cables can 
be sealed in a particularly gentle manner. Four segments, which can 
be installed in any combination in the HSI 150-S3 system cover, are 
available in an application range from 5 – 31 mm. Retrofi tting is very 
simple. All segments are supplied with blind plugs. Sealing signal, 
data and control cables is their typical area of application.

HSI 150-DF fl ange
The HSI-150 DF fl ange is installed on the outside of the building 
covering a core drill (Ø max. 150 mm). The leak-tight connection to 
the wall is achieved using a 10-mm-thick surface seal made of chlo-
roprene. The cathodic coating of the aluminium seal fl ange and the 
stainless steel fastening elements provide optimum protection against 
corrosion. All HSI 150 system covers and system seals can be installed. 
The HSI 150-DF is the ideal and fl exible solution in the absence of 
single and double wall inserts.
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Fire protection
S 90 for cables

HSS 150/SEG/D/DG - fi re protection for installation in
HSI 150-K2/X cable entry
The HSS 150/SEG/D/DG fi re barrier for walls is a gas- and watertight 
fi re barrier meeting the requirements of fi re resistance class S90 in 
accordance with DIN 4102-9 for installation in the HSI 150-K2 system. 
The seal is created with system covers. The barrier is approved for use 
with all types of cable in walls and for HSI 150 packages up to 2x6.

Approval number: Z-19.15-1906

HVS-KK 100 or HVS-KK 150 - fi re protection kit for installation
in core drills/wall sleeves
The fi re-stop pads of the HVS-KK… fi re barrier for core drills/wall 
sleeves up to Ø 100 or 150 mm are installed after the cables have been 
laid (the pads can be installed from one side). The barrier is approved 
for installation with all types of cable in walls. The HVS-KK meets the 
requirements of fi re resistance class S90 to DIN 4102-9.

Approval number: Z-19.15-1792
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Cable sealing system 150
System covers for connecting cable ducts

HSI 150-M system cover with sleeve method
Smooth and corrugated cable ducts with an outer diameter of 110, 
125 or 160 mm can be connected with the HSI 150-M system cover. 
The pipe is connected using a fl exible and stable rubber sleeve, which 
is pressed against the system cover and the cable duct stainless steel 
clamping straps. Clip rings (for mechanical stabilisation) are also need-
ed to connect corrugated pipes. They are positioned underneath the 
stainless steel clamping straps (quote the corrugated pipe type and 
manufacturer when placing your order). We recommend sealing the 
cable on the inside of the building for conduit connections.

HSI 150-D…-KS system cover with shrink sleeves
Quick and easy connection of corrugated cable ducts (Ø 110 and 
125 mm) with a cold shrink sleeve. Including empty conduit routes 
enables problematic groundwork having to be carried out on the 
substation site at a later date.
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Cable sealing system 150 
Cable entry systems

KES-M 150-D wall connection
The KES-M 150 cable entry system is the ideal solution for a pressure-
tight, fl exible and robust empty conduit system. 
The 14150 Hatefl ex spiral hose is connected to the HSI 150 wall insert 
in a gas- and watertight (2.5 bar) manner using the KES-M 150-D sys-
tem cover with the sleeve method. Various seal variants are available 
to seal the cables at the end of the spiral hose.

KES-M150-ZVR 150/500 fl oor entry
The KES-M150-ZVR 150/500 is used to create a gas- and watertight 
fl oor entry for the Hatefl ex spiral hose, whilst at the same time 
offering optimum fi t for the press seal. Precise height adjustment to 
the level of the fi nished fl oor is achieved by cutting the ZVR to length 
once the concrete has been laid. HRD 150-SG… press seals, for 
example, are available for sealing cables in the ZVR.
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Cable sealing system 150 
Cable entry systems

KES-M 150-M cable entry system
KES-M 150-M sleeves can be used to connect smooth ducts to the 
Hatefl ex spiral hose. This allows, combined with the cable entry sys-
tem, a fl exible installation of rigid ducts up to the connection to the 
building. This is for example helpful if you have to overcome a vertical 
height. 

KES-M 150-M-WE cable entry system
A seal at the empty conduit end can be created with a sleeve and a 
split interchangeable insert matching the cables that have already 
been laid. The sleeve is installed before the cables are laid. The en-
tire cross-section of the cable entry system is available when laying 
the cables.
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Wall sleeves and fl anges

Cement-coated wall sleeve ZVR
The ZVR is available in diameters from 80 – 300 mm. It is installed 
fl ush with the formwork. It can also be installed in wall cut-outs.
The break-resistant and inherently stable plastic wall sleeve with 
cement-bound special coating provides the basis for an optimum 
connection to the concrete. All press seals can be used for sealing 
cables or pipes.

HRD-F dowel fl ange for retrofi t installation on sheet steel, sheet 
metal casings or concreted walls 
The leak-tight connection to the wall/casing is achieved using a 10-mm-thick 
surface seal made of EPDM. Made of stainless steel, the fl ange and fastening 
elements provide optimum protection against corrosion. All press seals can 
be installed for sealing cables or pipes. 
Dowel fl anges are also custom-made to meet your specifi cations and can 
be installed over larger recesses/break-throughs, for example. Flanges with 
multiple pipe sockets and split fl anges are also available.
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Press seals
for cable duct connections

Standard press seal HSD
The HSD press seal is the ideal and cost-effective solution for sealing 
smooth cable ducts in core drills and wall sleeves. The incredibly 
stable stainless steel u-profi le press segments with integrated torque 
control can be relied upon for an optimum press connection and offer 
outstanding protection against corrosion.

Sealing set for corrugated pipes ADS
The sealing set ADS is the ideal sealing solution for corrugated cable 
ducts. The patented clip rings can be relied upon to distribute the 
closing pressure evenly, thus ensuring a gentle seal without piercing 
through the seal rubber and into the grooves of the pipes. This effec-
tively excludes the risk of deformations and damage to the corrugated 
pipe. The insulation ring included in the scope of supply centres the 
corrugated pipe and neatly fi nishes and insulates the wall connection. 
For cable sealing in the corrugated pipe, the HRD press seal must be 
positioned directly underneath the press seal of the sealing set in 
order to avoid deformations.
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Press seals
for cables

Standard press seal HRD SG
The split press seal HRD SG is used to seal cables that have already 
been laid through core drills/wall sleeves. This means that the entire 
coss-section of the wall sleeve/core drill is available when laying the 
cables. Thanks to the super segmented ring technology, the seal 
insert can be adjusted on site to correspond to the cables that have 
been laid. Unoccupied openings are sealed with the blind plugs 
included in the scope of delivery. Variants with outer diameters of 80, 
100, 125, 150 and 200 mm are available. The press plates are made of 
high-quality V2A (AISI 304L) stainless steel.
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Press seals
for cables and cable duct connections

With duct connection - very thick walls
Sealing of a cable duct in waterproof concrete with two HSD 200/159 
press seals on the outside and inside of the wall. The cable seal in the 
cable duct is made with an HRD 150-SG standard press seal on the 
inside of the building. With this solution, water can be present inside 
the cable duct but it cannot penetrate or damage the structure of the 
building. The spreading forces of the cable seal to which the cable duct 
is exposed are absorbed by the pipe seal.

Other variants on request

With duct connection - thin walls
Sealing of a cable duct with an HSD 150/110 press seal in the wall 
sleeve on the inside of the building. The cable seal in the cable duct is 
also made on the inside of the building. The cable inserted is sealed 
with an HRD 100-SG press seal. This solution provides the best possible 
seal for cable duct and cable. The spreading forces of the cable seal to 
which the cable duct is exposed are absorbed by the pipe seal.
When using the sealing system for core drills in waterproof concrete, 
the seals must be positioned flush with the outside wall in order to 
prevent water ingress into the core drill.

Other variants on request

Without duct connection
Cable seal with a press seal in a core drill in waterproof concrete. To 
prevent water ingress into the core drill, the seal must be positioned 
on the outside wall.
The position of the cable seal can be selected at will when using wall 
sleeves. 

Outside of building Inside of building

Outside of building Inside of building

Outside of building Inside of building
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Cable sealing system 150
Wall inserts and fl ange

HSI 150 – Wall inserts

Item Article code Article number Illustration

Single wall insert
for wall thickness > 70 mm HSI 150-K/X 2140100XXX *

Double wall insert
for wall thickness > 100 mm HSI 150-K2/X 2140300XXX *

Double wall insert
for element walls HSI 150-K2-EW/X 2140304XXX *

Slanted wall insert
for wall thickness > 240 mm HSI 150-1xZ-K2 S30/X 2140303431

Slanted wall insert
for wall thickness > 250 mm HSI 150-1xZ-K2 S45/X 2140303500

Slanted wall insert
for wall thickness > 300 mm HSI 150-1xZ-K2 S60/X 2140303561

Single wall insert
with integrated plug-in sleeve Ø 110 mm

for wall thickness > 120 mm
HSI 150-GSM 110/X *2 – *1

Single wall insert
with integrated plug-in sleeve Ø 125 mm

for wall thickness > 120 mm
HSI 150-GSM 125/X *2 – *1

Single wall insert
with integrated plug-in sleeve Ø 160 mm

for wall thickness > 180 mm - packages can
only be created in conjunction with spacer

HSI 150-GSM 160/X – *1

Spacer - set of 2
to increase the centre distance by 40 mm, 

enables HSI 150 to be packaged with HSI 90
HSI-AH 40 2101090010

HSI 150 – Aluminium fl ange

Item Article code Article number Illustration

Aluminium fl ange
incl. fastenings made of stainless steel

V4A (AISI 316L) for concrete walls
HSI 150-DF 2118010000

Cartridge of 300 ml
colour: grey

elastic sealant to optimise wall surface
when used with sealing fl ange

Sikafl ex-11 FC 0505071620

Slanted wall inserts (30°, 45° and 60°); special solutions to DIN 18195 Part 6 are also available on request.

*1  Please fi nd the article number for the exact wall thickness on www.hauff-technik.de
   standard length: 70 up to 500 mm (gradation in 10 mm)
*2  Possible restrictions for cable confi gurations

X = wall thickness in mm, S = installation angle in °, 
Z = number of entries next to one other
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Cable sealing system 150
System covers and system seals for cables

HSI 150 – System covers with heat shrink sleeves

Item Area of application
cable/pipe Ø Article code Article number Illustration

System cover closed -
sealing blin cover Blind cover HSI 150-D 2101100000

System cover with 1 socket
incl. 1 x heat-shrink sleeve

1 x centering tape
25 – 78 mm HSI 150-D1/80 2101100010

System cover with 3 x sockets
incl. 3 x heat-shrink sleeves

1 x centering tape
22 – 56 mm HSI 150-D3/58 2101100049

System cover with 7 x sockets
incl. 7 x heat-shrink sleeves 12 – 31 mm HSI 150-D7/33 2101100059

HSI 150 – Accessories

Item Application Article code Article number Illustration

Sealing plug for system cover 
HSI 150-D7/33

(available as single unit
or packing unit = 10 pcs)

To seal unused sockets

VS 32/34 2140403234

Sealing plug for system cover
HSI 150-D3/58

(available as single unit
or packing unit = 10 pcs)

VS 58/60 2140405860

Centering tape – 
set of 3 pieces
elastomer strips
30 x 430 mm

For centering and
fi xing the cables into

the system cover sockets
for optimal shrinking

HSI-ZB 2102200700

Flexible pin spanner For installing and removing 
system covers SLS 6G 0352010000

Flexible pin spanner
For installing and removing 
system covers in walls with 

heat insulation
SLS 6GD 0352010100

Designs with cold shrink sleeves are available on request.
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Cable sealing system 150
System covers and system seals for cables

HSI 150-DG – System covers for retrofi t installation

Item Area of application
cable/pipe OD Article code Article number Illustration

Split system cover with 1 opening
incl. split adapter ring 36 – 70 mm HSI 150-DG-1/36-70 2102200020

Split system cover with 1 opening
incl. split adapter ring 70 – 112 mm HSI 150-DG-1/70-112 2102200030

Split system cover with 3 openings
incl. split adapter ring
and 3 x blind plugs

24 – 54 mm HSI 150-DG-3/24-54 2102200000

Split system cover with 6 openings
incl. split adapter ring
and 6 x blind plugs 

10 – 36 mm HSI 150-DG-6/10-36 2102200010

HSI 150-DG – Accessories

Item Application Article code Article number Illustration

Torque wrench 4-20 Nm ¼ inch
1 adapater for cordless screwdriver,

square end, ¼ inch
2 extensions, 150 mm ¼  inch
1 extension 100 mm, ¼ inch

1 wrench socket M6, AF 5, ¼ inch
1 wrench socket, M6, 100 mm

with ball head, ¼ inch

Tool for installation 
of system cover

HSI 150-DG
HSI 150-DG-W 2102200600

Included in the scope of delivery of each HSI 150-DG system cover: GM lubricating stick, cutter, cleaning cloth

HSI 150-SEGMENTO

Item Article code Article number Illustration

System cover for inserting segments HSI 150-S3 2300100000

Violet segment application range for 2 cables,
Ø 20 – 31 mm incl. 2 blind plugs SEG 2/31 2300130000

Yellow segment application range for 3 cables,
Ø 20 – 26 mm incl. 3 blind plugs SEG 3/26 2300140000

Blue segment application range for 6 cables,
Ø 15 – 21 mm incl. 6 blind plugs SEG 6/21 2300150000

Orange segment application range for 8 cables,
Ø 5 – 15 mm incl. 8 blind plugs SEG 8/15 2300160000

SEGMENTO accessories

Item Article code Article number Illustration

Torque screwdriver (1,2 Nm) SEGMENTO 
with acoustic signal DMS 2300300000
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S 90 fi re protection and cable entry system 150
Fire protection kits and system covers for connecting cable ducts

HVS/HSS – Fire protection kits and tools

Item Core drill/wall sleeve Ø Article code Article number Illustration

Approval number: Z-19.15-1792 – S 90 fi re protection

Fire protection kit consisting of:
Fire-stop pads 3 x HVS -K250/2,

5 x HVS-KB-60, 
1 x label,

2 x stainless steel belt

up to Ø 100 mm HVS-KK 100 2600010005

Fire protection kit consisting of:
Fire-stop pads 2 x HVS-K400,

5 x HVS -K250/2, 6 x HVS-KB-60, 
1 x label,

2 x stainless steel belt

up to Ø 150 mm HVS-KK 150 2600010006

Fitting panel,
for close-fi tting installation of HVS/HSS fi re-stop pads HVS/HSS-MB 2600024100

Universal fi re protection sealing for HSI 150 cable entry

Item Sealing variant Article code Article number Illustration

Approval number: Z-19.15-1792 – S 90 fi re protection

Fire protection kit consisting of:
Fire-stop pads 1 x HVS-K720,

1 x HVS-K400, 4 x HVS -K250/2,
4 x HVS-KB-60, label,

stainless steel belt

SEGMENTO
or system cover HSS-150/SEG/D/DG 2600030000

SEGMENTO or system cover not included in scope of delivery.

HSI 150 – Sleeve method for smooth and corrugated pipes

Item Pipe OD Article code Article number Illustration

System cover for smooth pipes
110 mm

HSI 150-M 110 2126010110

System cover for corrugated pipes
incl. clip rings HSI 150-M 110-WR* For Kabufl ex: 

2126010113

System cover for smooth pipes
125 mm

HSI 150-M 125 2126010125

System cover for corrugated pipes
incl. clip rings HSI 150-M 125-WR* For Kabufl ex: 

2126010007

System cover for smooth pipes 140 mm HSI 150-M 140 2126010140

System cover for smooth pipes
160 mm

HSI 150-M 168 2126010000

System cover for corrugated pipes
incl. clip rings HSI 150-M 168-WR* For Kabufl ex: 

2126010001

* Kindly indicate pipe manufacturer and pipe type in your order. (indicate pipe type and pipe manufacturer)
For each pipe connection 2 profile sealing rings are necessary (available from the pipe manufacturer, to be provided on-site). 

HSI 150 – Cold shrink sleeves for corrugated pipes

Item Pipe OD Article code Article number Illustration

System cover for corrugated pipes 110 mm HSI 150-D 110-KS 2102100060

System cover for corrugated pipes 125 mm HSI 150-D 125-KS 2102100070
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Cable sealing system 150
Cable entry systems

KES-M 150 – Cable entry systems

Item Article code Article number Illustration

Spiral hose with smooth inner surface, 
for gentle cable feeding ID = 150 mm

minimum length 1000 mm,
available in 500 mm increments

Hatefl ex 14150/1000 –

System cover
for the pressure-tight connection

of Hatefl ex 14150 spiral hose
to HSI 150 wall insert

KES-M 150-D 2125810000

Connection sleeve for hose extension/
connection of Hatefl ex 14150 KES-M 150 HTV 2128020000

Sleeve for fi tting with interchangeable 
insert WE 160-z/d

for cable seal at end of
Hatefl ex 14150 spiral hose

(installation prior to laying cables)

KES-M 150-WE 2125817100

Split interchangeable insert for 
installation in KES-M 150-WE sleeve 

manufactured according to cable 
confi guration

z= number of cables, d= cable diameter

WE 160-z/d 2125817110

Connection sleeve
for connecting rigid cable ducts

Ø = 160 mm *
to Hatefl ex 14150 spiral hose

KES-M 150-M 160 2125812000

Floor entry, cement-coated wall sleeve
ID = 150 mm with sleeve for the 

pressure-tight connection of Hatefl ex 
14150 for fl oor entries

KES-M150-ZVR 150/500 2125502000

* Kindly indicate pipe manufacturer and pipe type in your order. (indicate pipe type and pipe manufacturer)
For each pipe connection 2 profi le sealing rings are necessary (available from the pipe manufacturer, to be provided on-site). 
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Wall sleeves and fl anges

Standard wall sleeve ZVR

Item Article code Article number Illustration

Cement-coated wall sleeve ID 80 mm ZVR 80/X 1200080XXX *

Cement-coated wall sleeve ID 100 mm ZVR 100/X 1200100XXX *

Cement-coated wall sleeve ID 125 mm ZVR 125/X 1200125XXX *

Cement-coated wall sleeve ID 150 mm ZVR 150/X 1200150XXX *

Cement-coated wall sleeve ID 200 mm ZVR 200/X 1200200XXX *

X = wall thickness in mm

The cement-coated wall sleeve is coated at each end with 250 mm at lengths > 500 mm.

* Please complete article number as appropriate:
 XXX = wall thickness in mm
 Standard lengths: 200, 240, 250, 300, 365, 400, 500 mm

HRD fl ange closed for retrofi t dowelling

Item Wall sleeve
wall thickness

Standard fl ange 
dimensions

 or Ø
Article code Article number Illustration

Stainless steel fl ange closed 
ID 80 mm 2 mm 170 mm ( ) HRD 80-F 0910820000

Stainless steel fl ange closed 
ID 100 mm 2 mm 180 mm ( ) HRD 100-F 0910830000

Stainless steel fl ange closed 
ID 125 mm 2 mm 205 mm ( ) HRD 125-F 0910840000

Stainless steel fl ange closed 
ID 150 mm 2 mm 225 mm ( ) HRD 150-F 0910850000

Stainless steel fl ange closed 
ID 200 mm 3 mm 280 mm (Ø) HRD 200-F 0910870000
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Press seals
for cables

HRD SG – Universal seal for cable

Core drill/
wall sleeve Ø

Number of 
cables Cable Ø Article code Article number Illustration

80 1 6 – 41 mm HRD 80-SG-1/6-41 2700100108

100

1 24 – 52 mm HRD 100-SG-1/24-52 2700101000

4 8 – 30 mm HRD 100-SG-4/8-30 2700102000

8 4 – 16.5 mm HRD 100-SG-8/4-16.5 2700103000

5

HRD 100-SG-2/8-30-3/4-16.5 2700103500of which 2 8 – 30 mm

of which 3 4 – 16.5 mm

104
1 24 – 52 mm HRD 104-SG-1/24-52 2700103615

4 8 – 30 mm HRD 104-SG-4/8-30 2700103610

125

3 10 – 40 mm HRD 125-SG-3/10-40 2700103750

6 6 – 31 mm HRD 125-SG-6/6-31 2700103800

10 4 – 16.5 mm HRD 125-SG-10/4-16.5 2700103850

150

1 12 – 75 mm HRD 150-SG-1/12-75 2700103996

1 75 – 110 mm HRD 150-SG-1/75-110 2700103998

3 22 – 54 mm HRD 150-SG-3/22-54 2700104000

6 8 – 35 mm HRD 150-SG-6/8-35 2700105000

9 6 – 25 mm HRD 150-SG-9/6-25 2700106000

10

HRD 150-SG-4/8-30-6/4-16.5 2700106500of which 4 8 – 30 mm

of which 6 4 – 16.5 mm

200

7

HRD 200-SG-3/6-54-4/6-26 2700107000of which 3 6 – 54 mm

of which 4 6 – 26 mm

15

HRD 200-SG-7/10-32-8/3.5-16.5 2700108000of which 7 10 – 32 mm

of which 8 3.5 – 16.5 mm

e.g. HRD 80-SG-1/6-41

e.g. HRD 150-SG-3/22-54

e.g. HRD 200-SG-3/6-54-4/6-26
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Press seals
for cable duct connections 

Standard press seal HSD

Core drill/
wall sleeve ID 

Suitable for media pipe Ø
from                 to

Sealing width 40 mm
Article code Article number Illustration

100 mm

32 mm 34 mm HSD 100/32-V2A/EPDM 1650010032

40 mm 43 mm HSD 100/40-V2A/EPDM 1650010040

48 mm 51 mm HSD 100/48-V2A/EPDM 1650010048

60 mm 63.5 mm HSD 100/60-V2A/EPDM 1650010060

125 mm

60 mm 63.5 mm HSD 125/60-V2A/EPDM 1650012060

75 mm 77 mm HSD 125/75-V2A/EPDM 1650012075

78 mm 81 mm HSD 125/78-V2A/EPDM 1650012085

150 mm

78 mm 81 mm HSD 150/78-V2A/EPDM 1650015078

88 mm 92 mm HSD 150/88-V2A/EPDM 1650015088

110 mm 113 mm HSD 150/110-V2A/EPDM 1650015110

200 mm

110 mm 113 mm HSD 200/110-V2A/EPDM 1650020100

114 mm 119 mm HSD 200/114-V2A/EPDM 1650020110

125 mm 128 mm HSD 200/125-V2A/EPDM 1650020120

133 mm 136 mm HSD 200/133-V2A/EPDM 1650020130

139 mm 141 mm HSD 200/139-V2A/EPDM 1650020140

159 mm 163 mm HSD 200/159-V2A/EPDM 1650020150

Sealing set for corrugated pipes ADS

Core drill/wall sleeve ID Article code Article number Illustration

100 mm ADS 100/63 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

125 mm
ADS 125/63 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 125/75 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

150 mm

ADS 150/75 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 150/90 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 150/110 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

200 mm

ADS 200/110 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 200/125 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 200/145 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 200/160 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

250 mm

ADS 250/160 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 250/175 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

ADS 250/200 – pipe type/pipe manufacturer –

Other sizes on request
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Hauff-Technik GmbH & Co. KG
Robert-Bosch-Straße 9
89568 Hermaringen, GERMANY 

Tel. +49 7322 1333-0
Fax +49 7322 1333-999

office@hauff-technik.de
www.hauff-technik.de


